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ONCE READ that we all share atoms
with Jesus,” Josh Ritter told me on a
humid August afternoon in Brooklyn.
“But we don’t all share atoms with Elvis,
because he hasn’t been dead long enough.”
Ritter is answering a question about recent
changes in his life, but hearing him rattle off
such a quote out of nowhere comes as no surprise. Interviewing Josh Ritter is not all that
different from listening to his music: He is a
lively conversationalist, bursting with words,
ideas, and metaphors. His train of thought,
like many of his best songs, often zig-zags in
surprising directions, ending up in places one
never could have predicted.
Self-change is a topic that keeps coming up
for Ritter. Lately, he’s been going through a
lot of it: After divorcing his first wife a few
years ago, Ritter has since found a new partner, moved to a farmhouse in upstate New
York, become a first-time father, and, most
recently, moved back to the city. “I had been
having this lyrical thought in my head for a
while, it felt like an old Cole Porter song: ‘A
change is coming over me.’ I just loved the
sound and theme of it,” he says. “I guess when
you like the sound of something like that it’s
probably because it’s true.”
Josh Ritter, the cheery troubadour from
Moscow, Idaho who has, over the last 15 years,
quietly become one of the most well-respected singer-songwriters of his generation, has
also been awash in change musically. After releasing his emotionally grueling post-breakup
album The Beast In Its Tracks in 2013, Ritter
was ready for a new direction. “The last record wasn’t fun,” he says of Beast. “It definitely
took its toll a few times.”
When he wasn’t writing cowboy songs for
an upcoming project with Bob Weir, Ritter
found himself experimenting in his house
upstate, near Woodstock, writing new material on MIDI keyboards and tinkering around
with electronic music on his computer for the
first time in his career. “I wasn’t super psyched
on playing guitar. I felt like I had tapped that
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out,” he says. After the emotional catharsis of
Beast, Ritter knew he was going to be unsatisfied with whatever he came up with unless he
tried something new. “I felt like this was going
to be either me going into mediocrity or me
really surviving, so I really needed something
to excite me,” he says. “Suddenly, this stuff is
all so much fun again.”
Many of those songs ended up forming
the backbone of Sermon On The Rocks, Ritter’s new record released in October. Sermon,
Ritter’s 8th studio album, is a rebirth of sorts
for the singer-songwriter who has developed
a sturdy reputation over the course of his
career for his folksy, lyrics-driven approach.
His latest offering is, by Ritter’s standards,
a near-raucous affair, a celebratory, percussive-driven record that feels as influenced by
’80s New Wave and hip-hop as Leonard Cohen and John Prine.
When veteran producer Trina Shoemaker
first heard Ritter’s demos, she encouraged him
to embrace his new sound. “I told Josh, ‘You
are dipping your toe into another world, and
if you’re going to go there, you got to really go
there, my friend,’” says Shoemaker, who has
produced and engineered records by everyone
from Queens of the Stone Age to Emmylou
Harris. Ritter had sent Shoemaker nearly 30
demos, and she sequenced the 12 she liked
the best. Those same 12 songs ended up being
recorded in the same order they appear on the
record.
“Josh is a remarkably spirit-like person, he
has a spirit-aura about him” says Shoemaker. “He started showing up in New Orleans
[where Sermon was recorded] and was almost
like one of those old-timey 19th-century dark
preachers with the black hat who rides in on a
horse and knows both God and the devil personally. He really was this character to me the
whole time. I followed that character around,
and that’s how this record revealed itself to
me.”
From the bouncy “Young Moses” to the
tongue-tying lead single “Getting Ready To

Get Down,” all the way to the whimsical
“Spanish Pipedream” rewrite “Cumberland,”
the first image that comes to mind listening
to Sermon is the bright, goofy smile Ritter so
famously sports on stage. Indeed, much of Sermon feels celebratory, if not downright joyous,
one of the hardest emotions, most songwriters
often say, to pull off effectively. But Ritter disagrees: “Misery and sadness can only really be
pulled off by a few songwriters, and I certainly
don’t feel like one of them,” he says, citing
Jason Molina and Elliott Smith as a few examples. “As time has gone on, the stuff that
comes naturally a good amount of the time is
not sad. It may be other things, it may be wistful, but true heartbreak has never been very
inspiring to me as songwriting material.”
Much of Ritter’s latest record takes place in
early autumn, right when, as he puts in one
song, “the nights are getting colder now, and
the air is getting crisp.” Ritter imagines one
song, “Where The Night Goes,” taking place
during a late-night autumn drive through
the smoky wheat fields of Idaho. That tune,
which originated with an idea for a lyric
(“three cheers for the grapevine”) that Ritter
had been sitting on for a decade, is a nostalgic, loss-of-innocence tale that recalls older
classics like “Me & Jiggs” and “Kathleen,”
the latest in a long line of songs concerning
what might be Ritter’s greatest subject: Not
having a girlfriend in high school. “That’s
what I write,” he jokes. “If I had a girlfriend
in high school maybe I wouldn’t write about
that stuff. But it never happened, so I didn’t
actually get spoiled by knowledge.”
///
The first artist Josh Ritter ever opened for was
Gillian Welch. It was the fall of 1998, and
Welch and her musical partner, Dave Rawlings, had just released Hell Among The Yearlings. They performed in the Student Union
at Oberlin College in Ohio, where Ritter was
just beginning his senior year. Ever since, RitAMERICAN SONGWRITER
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ter’s looked up to the duo as a model of artistry and integrity.
When it comes to giving advice to emerging artists, Josh Ritter has a lot to say. In fact, a few years ago he devoted an entire blog, The Book of Jubilations, to the subject. How has Josh
Ritter managed to build a successful career as an independent,
plainspoken singer-songwriter who has, by his own admission,
never had a particularly groundbreaking record in terms of sales
or press?
“I’ve learned two important things, and that’s to make concrete goals and to always have a perspective on what you’re doing.” As corny as he admits it sounds, Ritter’s main suggestion
for any emerging artist is to set explicit goals: 6 months, 1 year,
5 years and 10 years. One of Ritter’s first goals when he started
out was to sell each of the 2,000 copies of his self-released debut record he was storing in his college house’s damp basement.
Another goal was to make music his full-time job, which he
achieved, finally, in the fall of 2004, after quitting his temp-job
at a luggage factory in the midst of touring behind 2003’s Hello
Starling. “Nothing will help more than setting goals so you have
the reward of reaching them,” he says, “because the rewards
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won’t be monetary for a lot longer than that.”
Josh Ritter started turning a profit on the road just a couple of years ago, long after groundbreaking albums like 2006’s
The Animal Years caused novelist Stephen King to claim Ritter’s
song, “Thin Blue Flame,” was the “most exuberant outburst of
imagery since Bob Dylan’s “A-Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall.” Before then, Ritter, who had already amassed a big touring business, traveling around the United States and Ireland with a full
band and small crew, found ways to be thrifty while still always
making sure his musicians were well compensated, in some form
or another at least. In lieu of payment, Ritter gifted Zachariah
Hickman, the longtime bassist of Ritter’s Royal City Band, his
old accordion and his banjo as a thank you for playing for free
on his second album, Golden Age Of Radio.
Has Ritter ever lost perspective himself? Plenty of times, he
says, laughing, mentioning 2007’s “Man Burning” as a song he
thought was going to be his huge breakout hit. “I wasn’t being
quite as honest as I could have been,” he says. “That was not a
song I would have written otherwise.” Ritter’s other concrete
piece of advice? “Don’t try to write a hit,” an adage he repeats
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three or four times, for emphasis. But the 39-year-old
songwriter says he’s almost always avoided trying to be
someone he’s not, artistically. When I suggest to him
that one of the reasons Ritter may have never fully
caught on as an en-vogue, buzzworthy Americana act is
because his music has never postured as either Southern
or rural, Ritter agrees heartily. “So much of that stuff is
so limiting. It’s a costume, and I hate clothes,” he offers.
“There’s a lot of ‘whiskey on the train tracks.’ It’s hard to
want to be that.”
///
There’s a moment on every Josh Ritter record where he
gets so caught up in the story he’s telling, so overcome
with the thrilling rush of the music he’s making, that
he crams an inordinate amount of words and syllables
into a single line of verse. He does it on 2007’s “Right
Moves,” on 2013’s “Hopeful,” and again on Sermon’s
“Homecoming,” a five-plus minute song that serves as
the centerpiece of his new record. The song, full of layered harmony vocals, spectral keyboards and a driving
rhythm section, might be the best example of the new
sound Ritter is chasing.
“Homecoming” is also one of the few places where
Ritter’s increasing love for hip-hop surfaces, when he
sings, “Even me, yes yes y’all” in the song’s opening.
During our conversation, Ritter mentions albums like
Jay Z and Kanye West’s collaboration Watch The Throne
and Kendrick Lamar’s 2015 opus To Pimp A Butterfly as
a few of the records that have inspired him the most in
the past few years (he has also been on a huge Lady Gaga
kick lately). “Those guys have everything,” Ritter says
of Throne. “That record’s so much about how you stay
hungry when you have everything. How do you stay interested? That has to be the constant challenge for me.”
Don’t expect Ritter to make a full-fledged rap LP anytime soon, though. Ever since he started his career in
the late ’90s, Ritter has steadily worked his way up to the
point of selling out theatres and clubs around the country by crafting a close relationship with his audience
over a long period of time. “The chance to build up trust
with an audience over time is really a lucky thing,” says
Ritter. “To be able to build a career over time is not just
so you can learn the ropes, the audience needs to learn
how to trust you. I’m not going to lead them down a
blind alley, or some direction that’s so bizarre and weird
that people are going to feel ripped off.”
That trust is most evident at Ritter’s concerts. To witness Josh Ritter perform new material live is to witness
every musician’s dream realized: Ritter’s fans receive
his new material with just as much, if not more, excitement as they receive their favorite Ritter oldies. The
songs from Sermon On The Rocks, which Ritter says he
wrote in large part with the idea of crowd participation
in mind, will surely be no exception. It’s during these
moments that Ritter feels most grateful for having the
dream career he has. “If early on, something had caught
on in some way and I sold a million records,” he says, “I
wouldn’t be who I am now.”
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Johnny Cash, Howlin’ Wolf,
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Compiled by Peter Guralnick (Last Train to
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Sam Phillips biography, Sam Phillips: The
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